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LOCKDOWN EDITION TWO…..
Convenors:

Garden Route Motor Club:
Dennis Cook – gardenroutemc@gmail.com

060 700 0192

MG CLUB:
Peter & Jill Morse – petermorse101@hotmail.co.uk

074 474 8368

FOR YOUR INFO…..
•
•
•

Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month
Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street
SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop

GRMC Events- 2020
May

CANCELLED

3 Sun
7-10 Thu-Sun
20 Wed
23-24 Sat-Sun
31 Sun

Knysna Motor Show
Simola Hill Climb
Let’s Lunch …. @ Pomodoro, Wilderness
Last Night of the Proms, PE

Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett CANCELLED

GRMC - ALL

11h00
09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

June
4 Thu
11-14 Thu-Sun
21 Sun
28 Sun

CANCELLED
Sop ‘n Dop, Pembreys
Eastern Cape tour
Totties Buffet Lunch
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

18h00

09h00

MG - ALL
MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG – ALL

9 Thu
19 Sun
26 Sun

July
Xmas Lunch in July …. @ Peppermill, The Crags
Tsitsikamma Memorial Run
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

7-9 Fri-Sun
12 Wed
23 Sun
30 Sun

09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

August
Slow Wine Festival, Robertson
Let’s Lunch ….. @ Skotteljons Bistro, Hoekwil
GRMC AGM- Belvidere
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL
GRMC only
MG - ALL

20 Sun
27 Sun

September
Plett Wine Route and lunch
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

11 Sun
14-17 Wed-Sat
25 Sun

October
Treasure Hunt, with Bring ‘n Braai
Technical Tour, PE, + Bloeisel Fees, Joubertina(17th)
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

12h00
16h30

GRMC - ONLY
MG/GRMC

CANCELLED

November
1 Sun
29 Sun

Century Charity Run
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

6 Sun
11 Fri

GRMC Christmas lunch
Gasoline Alley Braai

December

Chairman’s Chirp – May 2020
I trust that you all are well and keeping safe. Having now experienced more than 60 days under the
Covid 19 lockdown, you (the men) must now be fully trained up with all the house chores – mopping
the floors, vacuuming , doing the washing and ironing and so on !!!.
Safety about our members is of paramount importance and we have no idea when it will be safe to
participate in our events. I certainly am missing all the monthly events and the camaraderie that
goes with these outings. So at this stage all future events reflected on the calendar will be
suspended until further notice.
While under LD, we have however been dealing with several GRMC / KMS related matters. I list the
following:

KNYSNA MOTOR SHOW
The cancellation of the KMS which was to take place on May 3 was a hard blow for the committee,
sponsors, participants, stall holders, the public and the charities, with more than 80% of the
preparation work completed. I would like to thank the following KMS committee members for the
hard work and time offered up in preparation , of what again would have been a fantastic display of
cars and motorcycles - Ann Griffiths , Peter & Jill Morse , Peter Turner , Brian Gibson , Dennis Cook ,
David Betton , Jon Lewis , Allan Waterston and Brian Dowding . While not on the committee Cedric
Parker deserves a big thanks for playing a great part in developing the field layout and being
involved in selecting the motorcycles .Then also thanks to Peter Hollis, who now resides in Perth,
Australia, for setting up the electronic registration for participants. There however was one bit of
silver lining as a result of the Covid 19 LD. On Sunday May 3 it rained and would not have been a
pleasant day for the KMS. With the possibility of only a limited number of people attending,
financially we could have incurred a great loss.
With the cancellation of the KMS, our main charities would thus not have had the benefit of a KMS
donation or the benefit of having a stall. However, as advised in my earlier communication, we
would be trying our level best to establish a KMS donation fund. Since the initial notice and further
follow-ups, we have had an excellent response from certain of the KMS sponsors, participants who
would have displayed their cars, the stand and stall holders and GRMC members. To the GRMC
members who contributed to the fund we say very big thanks. Through the generosity of this group
a total of R48000 was collected . Included in this amount was R3900 received from the Austin Healey
Club of SA for two Austin Healey paintings which were donated by Johan Rabe, a well-known
motoring artist, who regularly has a stall at the KMS. The paintings were donated by Johan to raise
money for charity. The Austin Healey National Tour would have coincided with the 2020KMS, where
some 40 Austin Healey’s would have been the feature display. We say thanks to Lionel Hewitt who is
the owner of one of the paintings and in turn he is planning to donate the painting to the next Austin
Healey National tour. To boost the donation further, the KMS committee agreed to donate an
amount from the contingency fund, to round the total donations off to a very pleasing amount of
R60750.00. I am pleased to advise that the following charities will be benefitting from The KMS
donation fund established - - Knysna Hospice, E-Pap, FAMSA, KAWS, BADISA, and Change for
Change. All these charities have expressed their sincere appreciation and gratitude for this
unexpected donation. They all have great financial difficulties to meet their commitments under the
pressure of Covid 19. Well done and thanks again for supporting this initiative.
The second part that we have been involved with is keeping the interest high on the KMS. Dennis
Cook has done an outstanding job firstly on Facebook and then on the GRMC Website. Through
Facebook we encouraged participants and the public to post their cars and motorcycles on
Facebook. In addition we then created a virtual KMS on the GRMC website. I referred to this in last
month’s Torque. Please click on the following link and scroll through the selection of cars and
motorcycles that were posted, to makeup the 2020 virtual KMS . https://grmc.co.za/project/knysna-motor-show-2020/ . To encourage the postings of the car and
motorcycle pictures we offered prizes for various categories. The prize for each category would be
an Autoglym car care hamper, courtesy of the KMS. Please see below the categories and winning
cars / motorcycle selected.

Virtual Knysna Motor Show
Best Overall Winner: Kobus Mostert for being the most enthusiastic supporter, submitting some
20 beautiful American classics.

Most desirable Classic Car : Ravi Chetty for his superb 1968 GT350H Hertz rent a racer

Best Vintage Car: Harry Calver with his lovely Silver Ghost and who entered 3 Rolls Royce’s.

Best Motorcycle : Steve Helm who entered 3 lovely bikes.

We also initiated a request for GRMC and the MG club members to share with us “Your lockdown
story”. Dennis also co-ordinated this activity and we had some interesting responses as seen in the
April Torque. A prize was also offered for the best input and the winner was Bunny Mentz for the
most evocative picture and also for initiating this idea. He will also receive an Autoglym car care
hamper . Well done Bunny !!! See the picture below.

Our second attempt to get further input on “your LD story “unfortunately drew only one response –
disappointing !! .
2020/21 GRMC Annual subs
The annual subs will be due on July 1, 2020, coinciding with the GRMC year end. The committee has
reviewed the annual subs payable in line with the available funds in the GRMC bank account. Based
on this, it has been decided to retain the subs at the current level of R220. Peter Turner will towards
the end of June be issuing the necessary invoices for the payment of the subs. To avoid the ongoing
follow-up, your prompt payment will be appreciated.
Conclusion.
To assist us in keeping the monthly Torque interesting , we need your support in submitting stories
which can be included . You will see some of the stories received in this month’s Torque, but please
give some thought and submit to Dennis via E-mail - gardenroutemc@gmail.com . Please dig into
your memory bank and the archives for some interesting bits that we all can enjoy.
Please click on the following links for some interesting motoring stories :
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aI9jQWkXo2w&feature=youtu.be

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYlEI46g2vU&feature=youtu.be
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoB04ndKXFU
- https://www.bbc.com/news/in-pictures-52632396

Keep safe, look after yourselves and don’t forget to take your classic on a run to keep the wheels and
bits turning !!
Cheers,

Peter
HAPPY BIRTHDAY June 2020

1st

Gwen Lilleike
5th Theodore Fornefeld
8th June Turner
17th Brian Bruce
18th Haydn Franklin
21st Linn Putter
28th Evelyn Cronje
30th Peter Vadas

2nd John Day
5th Susan Dowding
13th Pamela Waterston
17th Abigail Brooks
20th Bert Grobbelaar
23rd Jane Wilde
28th Paula Koncki
30th Bernie Davidson

3rd Linda McEwan
8th Kamila Nortier
15th Joan Huskisson
17th Joeleen Cool
20th Lynne Dean
28th Mike Stuart
29th Brian Madeley

Coping with Lockdown…..
I've learned....
That the best classroom in the world is at the feet of an elderly person.
I've learned....
That when you're in love, it shows.
I've learned ....
That just one person saying to me, 'You've made my day!' makes my day
I've learned....

That having a child fall asleep in your arms is one of the most peaceful
feelings in the world.
I've learned....
That being kind is more important than being right.
I've learned....
That you should never say no to a gift from a child.
I've learned....
That I can always pray for someone when I don't have the strength to help
him in any other way.
I've learned....
That no matter how serious your life requires you to be, everyone needs a
friend to act goofy with.
I've learned....
That sometimes all a person needs is a hand to hold and a heart to
understand.
I've learned....
That simple walks with my father around the block on summer nights when
I was a child did wonders for me as an adult.
I've learned....
That life is like a roll of toilet paper.
it goes.

The closer it gets to the end, the faster

I've learned....
That money doesn't buy class.
I've learned....
That it's those small daily happenings that make life so spectacular.
I've learned...
That under everyone's hard shell is someone who wants to be appreciated
and loved.
I've learned....
That to ignore the facts does not change the facts.
I've learned....
That when you plan to get even with someone,
person continue to hurt you.
I've learned....
That love, not time, heals all wounds.

you are only letting that

I've learned....
That the easiest way for me to grow as a person is to surround myself with
people smarter than I am.
I've learned....
That everyone you meet deserves to be greeted with a smile.
I've learned....
That no one is perfect until you fall in love with them.
I've learned....
That life is tough, but I'm tougher.
I've learned....
That opportunities are never lost; someone will take the ones you miss.
I've learned....
That when you harbour bitterness, happiness will dock elsewhere.
I've learned....
That I wish I could have told my Mom that I love her one more time before
she passed away.
I've learned....
That one should keep his words both soft and tender, because tomorrow he
may have to eat them.
I've learned....
That a smile is an inexpensive way to improve your looks.
I've learned....
That when your newly born grandchild holds your little finger in his little
fist, you're hooked for life.
I've learned...
That everyone wants to live on top of the mountain, but all the happiness
and growth occurs while you're climbing it.
I've learned....
That the less time I have to work with, the more things I get done.
HAPPY FRIENDSHIP WEEK TO YOU!

Stirling Moss: 1929-2020: His great Mille Miglia victory.
Note: Lionel Hewitt submitted for our newsletter a contemporary report by Denis Jenkinson on Moss’
victory in the 1955 Mille Miglia. At 17 pages long it is just too much for our Torque so, in the spirit of
the great ace, I have purloined this shorter edition from planetf1.com. Anyone who wants the full
article needs only to request it and we will send it. (Dennis Cook)
It was a moment that Sir Stirling Moss, who died at the age of 90 on Sunday, would never forget. In
2012, 57 years after his famous round trip from Brescia to Rome and back again, Moss still got
excited about the 1955 Mille Miglia as we sat down for an interview in his office on the ground floor
of his Mayfair home. Surrounded by memorabilia from his remarkable career, he regarded that race
as the finest of his 197 professional victories. And just looking at the bare statistics, it's easy to
understand why.
Moss said that "I can remember going along a fast straight and overtaking a twin-engined aircraft
that was flat-out at 140 mph. I was doing roughly 190 mph. That made me think, 'Crikey, this really is
a quick car.'"
Driving a 310bhp Mercedes 300SLR -- essentially an F1 car with headlights -- he averaged 97.96 mph
over 992 miles of closed public roads, setting a record time of 10 hours, 7 minutes, 48 seconds. He
only escaped the tight confines of the cockpit once, to relieve himself in Rome, and spent the rest of
the trip mounted over the Mercedes' propshaft, which passed between the driver's legs and
separated the 300SLR's clutch and brake pedals by the best part of 24 inches. Amid coughs of dust
from the in-board brakes, waves of sickening heat from the transmission and spits of petrol from the
fuel filler cap behind his head, Moss reached speeds that would have registered a new land-speed
record 30 years earlier.
But while Moss' performance was sublime, it was only possible with the help of his co-driver, and
Motor Sport magazine journalist Denis Jenkinson. Jenkinson rode in the passenger seat throughout,
giving Moss vital information on the road ahead with a series of hand signals while making mental
notes for his must-read write-up in the next issue of Motor Sport.
His "secret weapon" was an 18-foot-long roll of pace notes -- "the toilet roll" -- that was coiled
within a specially designed alloy box with a Perspex viewing window. At the time, such a system was
quite ingenious and it was the only way the pair could hope to compete with the local knowledge of
the Italian drivers, who had won the event every year since the war.
In the months leading up to the race, Moss and Jenkinson compiled their pace notes with a series of
practice runs in various Mercedes machinery. On these reconnaissance laps the pair would

fastidiously analyse each corner, grading them as "saucy ones, dodgy ones and very dangerous ones"
depending on road surface and severity. But as Moss got as close to racing speeds as possible while
avoiding the local traffic, the practice laps were not without danger and, rather inevitably, two cars
were written off.
One, a development 300SLR, met its end after coming across a loose sheep at 70 mph. Another, a
300SL "Gullwing," collided with an Italian military truck at one of the route's many junctions. But for
Mercedes it was merely collateral damage in the pursuit of victory, and team boss Alfred Neubauer's
main concern was for Moss and Jenkinson.
After each practice run in the 300SLR, Mercedes mechanics assessed its wear and tear in an effort to
minimise the chances of a problem on race day. One of the test cars completed the equivalent of six
Mille Miglias, with all four of the Mercedes team drivers -- Moss, Juan-Manuel Fangio, Karl Kling and
Hans Herrmann -- pushing it to its limits over the pot-holed mountain roads. Moss never drove
another car quite like it.
"The greatest car built, in my mind, was the 300SLR Mercedes," he told ESPN in 2012. "There's a car
that was unbreakable, really. I did the Mille Miglia with it and the last 340km -- that's having driven
for 800 miles or so -- I managed to average 165.1 mph, which just shows you that that car was just
the same at the end as it was at the beginning”. "It was just fantastic, I never ever got into a
Mercedes thinking, 'I hope the wheel doesn't come off' or 'I hope this or that doesn't happen.' All
the other cars -- mostly Lotuses -- it was a concern, particularly if you are going between trees and
things."
Such confidence in the machinery meant the Moss/Jenkinson 300SLR (race No. 722, chassis No.
0004) took a bit of a battering over its 1,000 miles. Ahead of the race, Mercedes ordered Moss to set
the early pace in order to push the reliability of its Italian rivals to the limit. One of the cars the team
was hoping to stretch to the breaking point was the 4.4-litre Ferrari of Eugenio Castellotti, which
started a minute behind Moss but was right on his tail as they arrived in Padova 100 miles later.
Heading onto the town's main street, Moss locked a brake and ran wide, collecting a straw bale in
the process and presenting an opportunity for Castellotti to get past. Once ahead, the Italian used
his Ferrari's extra 20bhp to pull away, but as Jenkinson noted in his report, it was at the cost of his
tyres.
"Through Padova we followed the 4.4-litre Ferrari and on acceleration we could not hold it, but the
Italian was driving like a maniac, sliding all the corners, using the pavements and the loose edges of
the road. Round a particularly dodgy left-hand bend on the outskirts of the town, I warned Moss and
then watched Castellotti sorting out his Ferrari, the front wheels on full understeer, with the inside
one off the ground, and rubber pouring off the rear tyres, leaving great wide marks on the road."
The Ferrari reached the Ravenna check-point two minutes ahead of Moss and Jenkinson, but its
tyres desperately needed changing and the Mercedes retook the position. On the following stretch
the Ferrari's six-cylinder engine couldn't match Castellotti's enthusiasm and the Italian was forced to
retire. Job done for Moss and Mercedes.
The 300SLR continued at full pace until the next checkpoint, literally flying over bumps on the
straights (Jenkinson estimated one jump to be 200 feet in length) and sliding sideways through

tighter sections. When they reached the Pescara checkpoint they were 15 seconds off another one
of Moss' earmarked rivals, Piero Taruffi's 3.7-litre Ferrari. On learning the news, Moss pushed even
harder and on one corner ran straight through a bunch of straw bales lining the exit. Fortunately for
him, there was nothing more solid in the run-off area and the car emerged safely on the following
straight with another sizable dent in the Mercedes' now characterful front end.
Despite the battering, the only serious problem Jenkinson noted with the 300SLR was a grabbing
brake, which nearly spelt disaster on the Radicofani Pass. Jenkinson's Motor Sport column takes up
the story: "Without any warning the car spun and there was just time to think what a desolated part
of Italy in which to crash, when I realised that we had almost stopped in our own length and were
sliding gently into the ditch to land with a crunch that dented the tail. 'This is all right,' I thought, 'we
can probably push it out of this one,' and I was just about to start getting out when Moss selected
bottom gear and we drove out -- lucky indeed!"
Other than that one "moment," Moss remembers the car as a dream to drive: "Coming to things like
the Futa [Pass], the balance of the car, the way one could break away the rear end and put the
power down, it was just a very rewarding car. The thrill of going 1,000 miles like that is very difficult
to describe." Fortunately, Jenkinson was on hand to observe Moss and give an account of his driving.
"We certainly were not wasting any seconds anywhere and Moss was driving absolutely
magnificently, right on the limit of adhesion all the time, and more often than not over the limit,
driving in that awe-inspiring narrow margin that you enter just before you have a crash if you have
not the Moss skill, or those few yards of momentary terror you have on ice just before you go in the
ditch," he wrote. "This masterly handling was no fluke, he was doing it deliberately, his extra special
senses and reflexes allowing him to go that much closer to the absolute limit than the average racing
driver and way beyond the possibilities of normal mortals like you or me."
Moss' blistering pace, combined with the blisteringly hot weather, meant the Mercedes was
storming through the checkpoints at record pace. By the halfway point at Rome, he was two minutes
clear of Taruffi, and by the time they reached Florence, the Ferrari had dropped out with an oil
pump failure. By that time, Mercedes dominated the top three, with Herrmann in second and
Fangio, suffering from a fuel injection problem, in third. A punctured fuel tank accounted for
Herrmann's Mercedes as he traversed the Futa Pass, and that left Moss with a 30-minute advantage
over Fangio.
By the time he returned to Brescia and crossed the finish line, he was 32 minutes clear of Fangio,
with Umberto Maglioli's Ferrari a further three minutes off the pace in third. Not only had Moss
dominated the opposition, he had shattered all of the event's previous records. The combination of
his driving talent, Jenkinson's hand signals and the unrelenting speed and reliability of the Mercedes
300SLR was simply unbeatable.
"We've rather made a mess of the record, haven't we -- sort of spoiled it for anyone else," Moss said
to Jenkinson after the race. "For there probably won't be another completely dry Mille Miglia for 20
years." In fact, there were just another two Mille Miglias before the Italian authorities banned the
race in 1957 following two fatal crashes, one of which killed nine spectators. Moss' record was never
matched or bettered and became all the more celebrated because of it. It is now the stuff of

motoring legend, but fortunately it can be relived again and again through Jenkinson's Motor Sport
account. It's an absolute must-read for any motorsport fan.

A lifetime of Sports cars
By Bunny Mentz
Dennis Cook has invited me to tell my sports car story. I did this a few years back for the MG Club, so
to those MG Club members who are also GRMC members, (as I am), my apologies! I shall try to vary
the text a little! To make the story hopefully more interesting, I have woven it into a kind of tapestry
of events in my life.
My love of sports cars started when I was around 5 or 6 in Jo’burg. My father bought a new MG TD dark blue with cream upholstery. I would sit behind the wheel, making all the appropriate ‘vrooom
vroom’ noises and turning the light switch on, to be enchanted by the green glow around the
instruments. Luckily father never left the keys in the car!
Fast-forward to 1963 in what was then Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, where we then lived. I was an
18 year old trainee tobacco buyer, in great need of a set of wheels to get me to the auction floors in
the mornings; the factory in the afternoons and the rootin’ tootin’ partying in the evenings! History
dictated that it had to be....you guessed it - an MG! A very presentable ‘48 TC, which cost 135
pounds, paid off over 6 months! This was my pride and joy and thankfully it never gave a moment’s
trouble. I spent much time driving it to, from and after work and the only times the top was ever up
was on fairly frequent visits to one of the drive-in cinemas!

Next, at age 20 (and slightly less impecunious), I parted company with the MG, trading her in for a
‘61 Healey 3000, red over black with a black hardtop. This beast was great fun! Controlling her at
that age, after the relatively docile TC, turned the boy into a man fairly rapidly! On one occasion she
came to blows with an on-coming Mini, which suddenly decided to turn right, cutting in front of me
without signalling. Nobody badly hurt except the car, which needed surgery to the L front headlight
area, followed by a re-spray to white. After having had her for about 2 years, I sold her and bought a
super MGA Twincam. Metallic dull bronze with standard black hardtop and dark red upholstery.
Beautiful car! Although in my opinion it didn’t have the Healey’s 'bark’, it was much, much better
behaved and it had a similar top speed. I kept this one for about 18 months and sold her over a few
beers with a friend, who made me a good offer. Amazingly, this very car now resides a few hundred
paces from where I live in Belvidere, owned by my new pal Bo Giersing - ‘Mr. Twincam’. He has
restored it impeccably and returned it to its original ivory colour.

What followed was a realisation that the ‘young playboy bachelor with a sports car’ image was
perhaps not conducive to my efforts to climb the corporate ladder. My peers were newlyweds
driving Ford Consuls and the like! Time to change! My first venture into the world of tintops was a
2nd hand VW Beetle, which battered the image quite severely! Having said that, it was ironically at
this vehicular low point that I met my beautiful wife to be, who apparently was not at all put-off by
my pedestrian set of wheels! Jan drove a frog-eye Sprite, so I felt compelled to raise my game! I got
rid of the Beetle and bought a great big 3 litre Wolseley, which had my mates on the tobacco
auctions saying “Look, here comes grandpa!” The romance was progressing well. I was now a fully
fledged tobacco buyer working for the biggest tobacco merchanting group in the world. To hell with
what the bosses thought. I just had to have another sports car!
It was back to an MG - a TC again, but this one was not in the greatest nick! Courting in the icy winter
of 1968 in a car without a hood and a dud wiper motor that had to be operated manually by
Jan.....not for the faint hearted! She passed all the tests! The TC was eventually re-sprayed yellow
and driving was fun again! At this time Rhodesia was coping with comprehensive UN trade sanctions
and the Salisbury tobacco auctions were conducted in secret behind closed doors. Zambian tobacco
was sold on the Salisbury auctions prior to our declaration of independence. What was - just a few
years before - our sister country in the Central African Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, was
now our enemy! They had to build their own auction floor and processing factory in 1966. A
colleague and I were flown up to Lusaka every Monday on the company plane to do some buying
and supervise the processing and then flown back home to Salisbury on Thursdays. At the end of the
1968 selling season, Jan and I got engaged and 6 months later we were married. This necessitated
yet more motoring changes!
We bought a small cottage on 5 acres 23km NE of Salisbury. This had to be furnished. Mortgage
payments. 'Never never' furniture payments. A cook. A gardener. Ergo a 1951 VW Beetle with split
rear window! This old gal I bought for 65 pounds. It got me to work and back. It carried the building
materials I needed for alterations to the cottage. It took us trouble-free on holiday to Durban, down
the coast to Cape Town and back and after a couple of years I sold her to a farmer for 75 pounds!
What followed were several years of very ordinary, utilitarian cars, ideal for transporting the family,
which by now had 2 additions. This was the great Mentz sports car drought period! In 1977 and now
working for a different company, I was transferred to Belgium for 4 years, sanctions busting
Rhodesian tobacco. In 1980 Rhodesia became Zimbabwe, sanctions were dropped, so we returned
to what was now Harare - against a tide of white folks jumping ship! Before leaving Europe we
ordered a new Merc station wagon and a Renault 5 for Jan. Very smart!
In 1977 whilst in Belgium, I put my name on the waiting list at the Morgan factory. Thereafter,
(knowing it would be years before they contacted me), I pretty much forgot about it. Then in March
1985, the Antwerp office informed me that the Morgan people were trying to get hold of me - 8
years later! After 16 years without a sports car, things were about to change - very dramatically! I
arranged a tobacco sales trip to Europe (via Malvern Link, UK!) and spent a couple of days at the
factory, watching the final touches being lovingly bestowed upon my signal red, wide-bodied +8,
with EFI. I also had a long chat to Peter Morgan, son of the founder and Chairman at the time. He
reminisced on the time he spent with the RAF stationed in Rhodesia. In May she arrived in
Zimbabwe and I had 10 wonderful years of fun with this utterly superb motor car. This was
undoubtedly my finest sports car (and the only one ‘out of the box’, albeit after an 8 year wait!). In

1990, seeing the writing on the wall for the future of tobacco, I started my own handcrafted
furniture business, The Valley Forge. In 1995 a customer spotted the Morgan and boldly offered me
4 times what it had cost me landed in Zimbabwe 10 years before! I took a week before giving him an
affirmative answer and shortly after that I waved goodbye to this super car.

There were moments of madness with my only venture into Jaguar-land and into the world of the
vintage car, but these were obviously not sports cars . The Jag, a 3.8S, looked great, but ‘went
wrong’ constantly. The vintage 1930 Ford Model A Closed Cab Pickup was a lot of fun and earned its
keep as a promotional vehicle dressed-up in The Valley Forge livery, tootling around with a choice
piece of furniture on the back and Dixie jazz blaring out of the cab!. The last sports car I owned in
Zimbabwe was an MG ‘C' in mint condition. A super tourer, but a tad docile after the Morgan! Much
of the fun of driving a sports car had gone during the Zimbabwe of the 1990s. Lack of Club events;
potholes, etc. etc. Added to this was the fact that we were really busy with The Valley Forge, which
was now employing over 90 craftspeople.

In 2001 we could see the direction in which Zimbabwe was heading. We bought a house in Knysna
and moved down a year later, leaving the business in the hands of our manager. It would take six
more years before I bought my 1950 MG TD from Norman Frost - my 7th sports car and my 5th MG!
‘Matilda‘ has had a lot of work done on her over the last 12 years, some by me, but all the more
complicated stuff by the specialist companies in Knysna dedicated to maintaining classic cars. We
are indeed fortunate to have this high level of expertise available to us. She’s looking good and was

going really well before lockdown. There are still one or two minor things to be done, but aren’t
there always? After all, she is 70?!

We have had many a great club tour In Matilda - not always without mishap, mind you! Joining the
GRMC and the MGCCSC was the best thing ever! On their tours we have discovered the hidden gems
of many surrounding small towns with a bunch of convivial, like-minded car nuts and their evertolerant partners! I’m certain we would never have discovered these places on our own. I had the
honour of chairing the GRMC from 2009 through 2012. What my Committee managed to do in that
period was to update the Club’s systems of communication with members - slick, online newsletters
instead of snail mail and the creation of the Club's website. Improving the Club's branding by
polishing-up it’s badge. We grew the Knysna Motor Show year on year on a peanuts budget, thereby
increasing our annual contributions to needy local charities. But undoubtedly our greatest
achievement was bringing Peter Pretorius on to the Committee and having him available and willing
to take over from me when my 3 years was up. What a superb job he has done in running the GRMC
and especially in growing the Motor Show, to become the most spectacular, top quality Show on the
continent. Hopefully this will rise again, Phoenix-like, after lockdown.
So friends, there we have it! It all started with an MG TD in Johannesburg and, 70 year later, my
sports car journey continues in beautiful Knysna - with an MG TD! Like all of you, we look forward to
a return to normal, when we can head off together to visit again the nearby Dorpies with the wind in
our hair! Until then, be safe, be well.

Brian enjoying a breakfast run
in his Triumph Roadster?

Caring for your Classic during Lockdown
By Dennis Cook

As we now move into the third month of lockdown it seems that our classic cars, and even
our regular transports, are destined to stand unused for long periods, particularly as we are
discouraged from venturing out unnecessarily for safety reasons.
Firstly, disconnect the battery if you are not going do much driving. It could save you a
costly replacement. Better still, invest in an intelligent battery charger that will maintain your
battery in good condition. If it is one of the older types of battery, take the time to check the
electrolyte levels.
Cars are designed to be driven and some parts rely on regular use to stay in tip-top shape.
This means that, during the COVID-19 lockdown, your car will need some attention to stay
ready for any essential journey. Give yourself a little treat and use the classic when you have
to shop for those “essential goods” and drive a longer route to ensure that the car is fully
warmed up. (if you own 10 or more cars you may ignore this advice.) If you are not going to
drive, then start the car once every week or two and let the engine run for about 10 minutes
to charge the battery.
Tyres also need attention. If not driving, at least move your car backwards and forwards
once a week during the lockdown lay-up. Tyres rely on use to move the oils they contain so
they stay supple. If tyres are left for a long time (I’m talking months) in one position, they’ll
develop flat spots and the rubber will degrade. This is where bearing the weight of the car
causes the tyre’s internal structure to weaken in one place or cracks to appear, especially on
the side walls. It is also a good idea to check the condition of your tyres and the date of
manufacture. In South Africa, all tyres feature a DoT code. At the end of the DoT code there
is a four-digit number. This is the manufacturing date of the tyre. The first two digits stand for

the week; the other two are the year. For example, if “1610” is displayed, the tyre was
manufactured during the 16th week of 2010.
Now, our Classics are generally not used enough to need frequent tyre replacements and
many may have tyres older than is recommended. The tyre manufacturers specify 5 years
as safe tyre life but, in practice, this can be stretched to 10 or more if the car has been kept
in the dark. With older tyres it is essential to check regularly for tyre wall cracking or crazing.
Once this is evident do replace them as soon as you can. I once lost a friend who rebuilt a
TR4 to concours standard but was still using the beautiful car 25 years later with the same
tyres. Rounding a corner, at normal road speed, a rear tyre burst and the car rolled- which
was the end of the car and of my friend.
Ensuring the tyres are at the correct pressure for your car will keep them in good shape
while the car isn’t being used. If you don’t have your own pressure gauge and inflator,
they’re a great investment. Otherwise, as soon as you drive your car again, take it to a
garage forecourt and check and inflate the tyres where necessary.
You are bound to have cleaned your cherished classic at least once or twice already. It is
unlikely though that you removed the wheels for cleaning but a lot of gunk gets formed
behind the rims and this is a good time to undertake deep cleaning as well as some
preventive maintenance.
When the rear wheels are off for cleaning, take the time to check the brakes. Remove the
brake drums and check the brake shoe linings, as well as the wheel cylinders. Wheel
cylinders can be prone to leaking after some years. Good engineering practice requires
flushing and replacing the brake fluid annually and I am sure that most of us don’t do it. Most
of us have the time, so do it now. While there, adjust the rear brakes when you get it all back
together and adjust the hand brake.
While you have the front wheels off it is simple to check the wear of your discs and pads as
well as the flexible pipes. If drums, you know what to do. For quite some time I experienced
my TR7 pulling left under braking but could not find any fault with the braking system.
Eventually I traced it to the left flexible brake hose which was breaking up inside, with no
visible fault, but was blocking the flow of brake fluid. If your car was rebuilt some years ago,
you should take time to check the whole braking system.
Keep your car’s fuel tank full; with the latest price reductions this is easier than ever. The
fuller a car is with fuel when it’s left, the better, especially for older cars. Fuel will degrade
when left for long periods and more so when exposed to air. A full tank also ensures less
chance of condensation and therefore rust building up inside the tank.
Before you go anywhere, I should not have to tell you to check the fluid levels. This includes
engine oil, coolant, brake fluid, power steering fluid and topping up the windscreen washer
reservoir.
Rodents love to make nests under the bonnet of dormant cars. Many of us who have bought
an old wreck to restore have found that it was a rat nursery at some stage. There's usually
some cloth-like sound deadening material they can tear up to make a little home but, if not,
the padding in your seats will do! Sometimes they chew on the wiring, which can really
cause expensive damage. There are several deterrents you can use and we published a

SAVVA Technical tip a while back that said that Midas sold Rat Repellent in spray cans for
about R75. From my days as a guest accommodation owner, I can tell you none of the
ultrasonic rat or pest repellers sold actually does the job, so don’t waste your money.
Cardboard can be put to good use. Those of us who own older, potentially more leak-prone
British cars know this trick well: laying down a spare, flattened, cardboard box under the car
is a great way of tracking fluid loss. Some vehicle fluids can be hard to spot on your garage
floor; oil is typically visible, but coolant and transmission fluid might be less so. Cardboard is
free, and it'll show drips and—critically—where those drips are coming from. An oil drip pan
with kitty litter also does the trick, and there are other more specialized products out there if
you have a fancy garage floor covering you want to keep looking nice. I have also read that
having plenty of carboard on the garage floor helps keep humidity and rust under your car at
bay.
Stay safe and take care of yourself and your car, so that we can enjoy having runs together
again.

Request for information
I wish to appeal to any club members who might have information or documentation
concerning the history and operation of the Rondalia Touring Club to which I might
be granted access for research purposes.
The organisation started in 1955 and was finally taken over by the AA of SA at
sometime in the 1980’s but I have not been able to confirm year or exact date. I
have also been unable to find any definitive information on membership numbers
over the years.
I am aware that much of our club is of similar age to myself and would have been
around in the period the club was active. Perhaps, we have members who have
memories of travels during the period they could share. Some, might have parents
who were members of the club. Much of the documentation concerning the club is
already lost, such a pity, it is vital part of our South African motoring heritage.
Please send info to Mike Bond: MikeBond700@outlook.com or 072230 8343.
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